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Richard Strauss 1864-1949
Prelude to Capriccio op 85

Although most think of Capriccio as Strauss’s last opera, he described it as ‘A conversation piece for music in 
one act’ (though the piece in fact runs for more than two hours, with thirteen scenes).  It is a kind of serene 
farewell to music-drama, on the lightest of subjects (opera itself ), set among the nobility in a château near 
Paris in pre-Revolutionary France.  On the face of it, to write such a featherweight piece, �rst performed at 
the National �eater in Munich in October 1942, made Strauss either foolishly unaware of the political and 
personal realties of the war or bravely determined to hold on to the art he loved even though (or perhaps 
because) his whole culture was under threat. �e subject of Capriccio is an unresolvable but eternal question: 
in opera, do the words matter more than the music, or is it the other way round?
 
Strauss was reviving a debate going back at least to February 1786, where at the palace of Schönbrunn outside 
Vienna a grand dinner for Emperor Joseph II was followed by the �rst performance of two new lightweight 
short opera-entertainments.  First came Der Schauspieldirektor (�e Impresario) by Mozart and then Prima
la musica e poi le parole (‘First the music, and then the words’) by history’s most famous musical also-ran, 
Antonio Salieri.  It was the discovery by Stefan Zweig of the libretto for the Salieri in the British Museum in 
1934 which, with many twists and turns, led to Strauss composing Capriccio.  �e Nazi regime having put 
an end to Zweig’s collaboration with Strauss after the opera Die schweigsame Frau (1935), the libretto was 
eventually developed by the composer’s conductor-friend Clemens Krauss, who then conducted its �rst 
performance.

Capriccio opens with a Prelude for string sextet in Strauss’s by then well developed late romantic tonal style, 
one of the greatest single-movement works for this ensemble of the twentieth century.  It was given its �rst 
performance at the home of Baldur von Schirach, Gauleiter of Munich and head of the Hitler Youth, in 
March 1942; von Schirach had spared Strauss’s Jewish daughter-in-law and his half-Jewish grandsons from 
deportation in 1941-42 and – hard though this seems now to understand – he and Strauss were friends and 
enjoyed discussions about aesthetics.  So this was not a surprising choice of setting for the new work to 
have its �rst hearing.
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Richard Strauss 1864-1949
Metamorphosen

Strauss started work on a new single-movement piece for strings in Spring 1944.  It began for small forces; 
however, following a commission from Paul Sacher for his Collegium Musicum in Zürich, gradually expanded 
to the twenty-three solo strings of its �nal version (ten violins, �ve violas, �ve cellos and three double basses).  
He completed this larger version on 12 April 1945 – the same day that Franklin D Roosevelt, 32nd President 
of the USA, died in o�ce.  Its title looks back to the long narrative poem of the same title by the Latin poet 
Ovid: a work that has inspired innumerable works of art, literature, plays and opera down the centuries, 
including Strauss’s own opera Dafne (1938).  Strauss’s direct source was a short Goethe poem which he 
originally intended to set for chorus; instead, the musical material for this went into Metamorphosen.  

�e moment in history, and Strauss’s sense of belonging to a version of German culture traduced by the Nazis 
and now being destroyed, may explain its sombre and elegiac mood, with a descending chromatic bass line at 
the start and the predominance of a gloomy C minor.  Towards its �nal section, the funeral march theme (C 
minor again) from the second movement of Beethoven’s �ird Symphony (Eroica) enters with a heavy tread 
in the bass line, Strauss adding the text ‘In Memoriam’ in the score at this point.  �e signi�cance of this was 
once thought to be that Strauss was refusing to honour Hitler, just as Beethoven had changed the dedication 
of his symphony from Napoleon to ‘A Great Man’.  But, as Alec Ross suggests: ‘In the light of the hidden 
citation of Goethe’s line “No-one can know himself ”, it is more likely that the hero being laid to rest is 
Strauss himself ’.  

Strauss himself never gave any direct clue about the signi�cance of the work or its title.  It was the start of his 
miraculously heartfelt and luminous series of �nal works, including the Oboe concerto (also 1945) and the 
Four Last Songs (1948).  Here the post-Wagnerian excesses of orchestration and chromaticism give way to 
direct and moving bittersweet regret, with moments of tender beauty.  �is recording is of the composer’s early 
version for string septet (two violins, two violas, two cellos and a double bass), the short score having been 
discovered in Switzerland in 1990, then realised by Rudolf Leopold and �rst performed in public in 1994.



Arnold Schoenberg 1874-1951
Verklärte Nacht op 4

�is work for string sextet (Trans�gured Night) is a highly expressive late romantic narrative piece in a single 
long movement, bisected by a dramatic key change from D minor to major midway.  It was written in a 
three-week burst of inspiration in 1899, well before the composer discovered much sparer twelve-tone methods 
of composition.  It is ‘programme music’ in the sense that the musical development closely follows the psycho-
logically dark narrative poem of the same title by German poet Richard Dehmel (1863-1920), its sections 
mirroring the �ve stanzas of the poem. 

A man and a woman who are lovers walk through a dark forest on a moonlit night.  She shares with him the 
secret that she is pregnant with another man’s child; he ponders this, in the end accepting and forgiving her: 
Das Kind, das Du empfangen hast, sei Deiner Seele keine Last, O sieh, wie klar das Weltall schimmert! Es ist 
ein Glanz um Alles her (‘Let not the child you have conceived be a burden on your soul.  See how brightly the 
universe gleams! �ere is a radiance over everything’).  �e music shows in�uences from Brahms, Wagner and 
the composer’s teacher Alexander von Zemlinsky (with whose sister Mathilde he was newly in love at the time 
he composed Verklärte Nacht; they married in 1901).

�e work had a mixed reception on its �rst Vienna performance in 1902, pedants regarding it as fundamen-
tally �awed because based on an inverted ninth chord, which was ‘unrecognised’ and therefore not permitted.  
On this basis the Musikverein rejected the work, but over time it has become one of Schoenberg’s most 
performed compositions, including in his own version for orchestra.
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